The generalizability of documentation scores from the USMLE Step 2 Clinical Skills examination.
This research examined various sources of measurement error in the documentation score component of the United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) Step 2 Clinical Skills examination. A generalizability theory framework was employed to examine the documentation ratings for 847 examinees who completed the USMLE Step 2 Clinical Skills examination during an eight-day period in 2006. Each patient note was scored by two different raters allowing for a persons-crossed-with-raters-nested-in-cases design. The results suggest that inconsistent performance on the part of raters makes a substantially greater contribution to measurement error than case specificity. Double scoring the notes significantly increases precision. The results provide guidance for improving operational scoring of the patient notes. Double scoring of the notes may produce an increase in the precision of measurement equivalent to that achieved by lengthening the test by more than 50%. The study also cautions researchers that when examining sources of measurement error, inappropriate data-collection designs may result in inaccurate inferences.